More than 91 percent of New York City’s families live within walking distance of a park, and in Denver, more than nine out of ten residents lives within six
blocks of a park, but only one-third of Los Angeles’ families can claim the same proximity (TPL, 2003 & 2004).
It has been shown that more diverse neighborhoods do not receive the boost in property values from parks as do more homogeneous ones. In homogeneous
neighborhoods there is a linear relationship between distance from a park and property value (the closer a house is to the park, the higher the property value).
The influence of the park on property values also depends greatly on the park’s state of repair. Poorly-maintained parks tend to lower nearby property values
compared to the surrounding neighborhood.
According to Espey and Owusu-Edusei’s study of property values in Greenville, SC, "The greatest impact on housing values was found with
proximity to small neighborhood parks, with property values as much as thirteen percent higher for homes between 300 and 500 feet and six and a half
percent higher for homes between 500 and 1500 feet of such parks.” They also note that the effect of a park on the property value, and to an extent, the
income of its neighbors is therefore not always positive, since parks also generate increased traffic and noise.

Overview
This study examines the distribution of city-owned parkland in Greensboro, a city of 230,000-plus people in the piedmont
region of North Carolina in the southeastern United States, in terms of geography and household income as measured by the
2000 United States Census. Using geographic information systems (GIS) to draw a buffer zone around the selected city parks
equivalent to short walking distance (shown in Figure 1.1) and analyzing income data in the US Census block groups within
that buffer, this study seeks to determine if Greensboro’s parks serve all its residents equally. It also considers the city’s
current process for locating parks and makes recommendations as to how city planners can improve park distribution.
Hypothesis
Based on my knowledge of Greensboro as a resident of 20 years, I hypothesize that the city’s parks are distributed evenly
geographically. I also hypothesize that proximity to an existing park attracts people with higher incomes, likely due to higher
property values or standard of living.
Additional Research Questions
I also wanted to investigate my idea that the Parks and Recreation Department has historically taken the path of least
resistance when locating parks, searching for the least expensive land (or land given to the city free of charge by a private
owner or land trust) and the lowest construction costs. The combined effect of these two patterns may be reflected in the
patterns of the household incomes in areas adjacent to parks. I am also interested in comparing Greensboro park density with
other U.S. cities.
Left: Modern-day downtown
Greensboro, as seen from Summit
Avenue, facing southwest
Source: Airport Commuter Limo & Sedan Service, Inc.

Right: Downtown Greensboro in
the 1970s, seen from
Battleground Avenue, facing
southeast.
Source: City of Greensboro

Methodology
Even Distribution of Housing Units Assumed: The most important assumption that had to be made before beginning this analysis is that housing
units are evenly distributed within each US Census block group. Therefore, based on the percentage of the block group’s acreage that lies within the
park buffer, I was able to calculate a number of housing units (HUs), and consequently a number of HUs within an income range, specifically within the
buffer. Because of this, the numbers presented here should not be taken to be exact reflections of those existing specifically within the buffer, as they
are merely portions of the total for each entire block group.
Applicability of City Limits: The same percentage calculations that divided numbers within block groups based on the park buffer do not apply to the
Greensboro city limits. For the most part, the dividing lines between block groups follow the city limit. However, there are some that cross between
Greensboro and the unincorporated area of Guilford County surrounding the city. Therefore, the data representing a block group near city limits may
contain data for a small number of HUs that lie outside city limits.
Why 1,000 Feet? The average human walking pace is 3 miles per hour, or 1 mile per 20 minutes. Since 1 mile is 5,280 feet, one can walk 1,000 ft. in
3.8 minutes. A four-minute walk from one’s home to a park is the farthest I would consider for the to be easily accessible or a visible factor in the
quality of the neighborhood, especially for young children, the elderly and those with disabilities. Therefore, the block group polygons were clipped to
within a 1,000-foot radius from the edges of each selected park and the number of housing units considered in this study is based on the percent of the
block group’s area that is within this radius.
Elimination of Certain Parks: Certain parks originally in the database obtained from the City of Greensboro were eliminated based on criteria I have
established. First, parks with an area under one half an acre were eliminated. This would include small playgrounds, street corner parks, and small
natural areas, which are assumed to be insignificant as relates to income. For the same reason, parks that were classified as “welcome signs” or “special
facilities” (for example, the Greensboro Farmer’s Curb Market) were also eliminated from consideration. These parks were eliminated before the
1,000-foot buffer was drawn and do not factor into any housing and income calculations.
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Income Range Percentage Calculations
Within 1,000 feet in all directions of selected parks, close to twenty
percent of the housing units had a 1999 income below the US poverty line for
a family of four ($20,650, $10,210 for a single individual). Assuming that a
significant number of the housing units in the buffer contain families, a
considerable number of residents in the 1,000-foot park buffer are living
below the federal poverty line. Given that the goal of the city’s park planning
process is to serve all city taxpayers equally, this may indicate something
about the quality of city parks or may simply reflect the demographics of the
city as a whole.
The greatest plurality of Greensboro housing units lie within the $40,000
income range. Given the wide distribution of this income level across the city,
it is surprising that only ten percent of those living within 1,000 feet of a
selected park fall within this range.
The low percentage of households with high incomes in the buffer would
tend to dispel the notion that the wealthy are especially privileged by close
access to parks and green spaces. However, this number may be offset by the
amount of private parks and green spaces that are most accessible to the
wealthiest Greensboro residents. It may be inferred that public parks in
Greensboro provide greater accessibility to those with lower incomes, while
those with higher incomes are served by private areas.
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Parks are a vital part of urban life, and are critical for maintaining the community’s personal,
social and economic well-being. Americans living closer to parks are more likely to exercise
regularly, leading to weight loss, increased energy, and better overall health (CDC, 2004).
Economic surveys confirm that parks increase residential and commercial property values within a
quarter-mile radius. Urban parks deliver significant environmental benefits, filtering pollutants
from the air and helping to control stormwater runoff. Teachers report that parks enhance
education and police departments document sharp declines in juvenile arrests after recreational
facilities open in low-income neighborhoods. After parks open, neighbors are more likely to
interact, take pride in their communities, and form neighborhood watch and other local
improvement groups (Trust for Public Land, 2004).
A primary obstacle to ensuring that all residents of a city benefit equally from a diverse and
well-maintained park system is ensuring the distribution of well-maintained public parks across the
geography and socioeconomic strata of a city. Low-income and minority neighborhoods in
cities are historically undeserved by public facilities equal to those occurring
elsewhere, including parks.

Table 1.1: Percent Parkland by Area of Selected US Cities

n

Park Density and Housing Unit Distribution
I calculated that the selected parks comprise 5.24% of the area of the city,
a figure I refer to as “park density,” by dividing the total acreage of the city’s
designated parks into the total acreage within city limits. This number is low
compared to many large US cities (see table 1.1).
By dividing the total number of US Census housing units in the city
(125,494) into the number lying in block groups crossed by the park buffer
(109,833), I found that 87.52 percent of Greensboro housing units lie in block
groups that contain or are directly adjacent to selected parks. This would
seem to indicate that Greensboro’s parks, though only five percent of its land
area, are distributed evenly enough geographically so that almost 90 percent of
housing units are reasonably close to a public park.
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Source: Trust for Public Land, 2004.

Table 1.2: Percent of Housing Units in Buffer in Selected Income Ranges

1999 Income Range
$20,000 or less

Percent of Housing
Units in Park Buffer
19.80

$40,000 to $50,000

10.39

$60,000 to $74,000

9.12

$100,000 or greater

6.83

Source: US Census Bureau, 2000

Picnic shelters at
Oka T. Hester Park
in southwestern
Greensboro
Source: City of Greensboro

Map Analysis
Figure 3.1 shows that the majority of park buffer areas have 2 or 3 housing units per acre,
which is about average for a city with a sprawling, suburban development pattern. The
denser pockets are surrounding the downtown business district, along Battleground Avenue
(a busy commercial corridor) and in Adams Farm, a largely multifamily development in the
far southwestern corner of the city.
Figure 2.4 shows that buffer zones with the highest concentrations of households making
$100,000 or more in 1999 are in certain parts of northern Greensboro. The darkest blue area
is Irving Park, an historically wealthy neighborhood centered around a privately-owned golf
course, but with well-kept public natural areas and playgrounds nearby. The majority of
buffer areas have less than ten percent of households making more than $100,000.
Figure 2.6 is more indicative of the overall picture of income in park buffers. The
majority of buffer areas contain between 20 and 40 percent of households making less than
$40,000 in 1999. The highest percentages of incomes in this range are concentrated in the
south and southeast parts of town, which are historically disadvantaged economically and
contain more racial minorities. The dark blue areas in the northern part of the map are block
groups containing larger parks and fewer households that retain a semi-rural character. The
beige areas in the northwest are mostly newer neighborhoods (built since 1970) and may
have had parks incorporated into their design plans.

Current City Park Planning
Expansion and improvement of the public park system is a component
of the City of Greensboro’s Comprehensive Plan. The process that produced
this plan entailed investigation of the demographics, transportation and physical
properties surrounding existing and proposed parks. The Planning and Project
Development office of the Parks and Recreation Department took a detailed
look at the census data to identify gaps and undeserved areas. Park placement
decisions are motivated less by property values and household income than by
the desire to serve all parts of the city equally. The rationale goes that if
residents are paying city taxes, they should be equally served by the services
their money goes to support, including parks.
Sources
Espey, Molly and Kwame Owusu-Edusei. "Neighborhood Parks and Residential Property Values in Greenville, South
Carolina." Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Clemson University, January 2001.
Harnik, Peter. The Excellent City Park System: What Makes it Great and How to Get There. San Francisco: The Trust for
Public Land, 2003.
Hendon, William S. "The Park as a Determinant of Property Values." American Journal of Economics and Sociology vol.
30, no. 3 (July 1971): 289-300.
The Trust for Public Land. The Role of Parks and Greenspace in Redevelopment: Camden, New Jersey. San Francisco:
The Trust for Public Land, Winter 2004.
The Trust for Public Land. "No Place to Play: A Comparative Analysis of Park Access in Seven Major Cities." San
Francisco: The Trust for Public Land, 2004.
United States Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000. (Data presented in the form of GIS layers)

Conclusion and Recommendations
By virtue of having a comprehensive plan, developed with citizen input, Greensboro is ahead of many US municipalities
in efforts to distribute parkland, and its associated economic, social and environmental benefits, equally, both in terms of
geography and demographic factors. Although the percentage of the city, by area, that is composed of the selected parks is
low compared to other cities, the number would be more comparable with the upper range if other green spaces were taken
into account, such as private parks (Center City Park, for example) and city-mandated riparian buffer zones (such as those
surrounding the city’s three drinking water reservoirs). The income data here investigated show that, within the average
1,000-foot buffer around a selected park, the majority of households make between $20,000 and $60,000 annually, which is
average for the city as a whole (the city’s average household income is $45,281, which is higher than the state average but
lower than the national average). A higher proportion of lower-income households (less than $40,000) lie within the park
boundary than upper-income households ($100,000 or greater), which does not account for the privately-owned
greenspaces that tend to serve wealthier areas.
As Greensboro continues to grow in the foreseeable future, it is imperative that policymakers and the public pay more
attention to greenspace and its well-established benefits, particularly as it relates to demographic factors. The city’s
planning process ought to include county residents in areas that Greensboro is likely to annex as growth continues outward.
It should also consider how well-located and well-designed parks closer to the center city might draw developers towards
denser, in-fill development that enhances the quality of life. Socioeconomic statistics and their spatial distribution should
receive further study and the comperhensive plan should be revised accordingly at regular intervals, perhaps following each
ten-year census. Finally, this information ought to be made widely available to citizens in an easily understandable format
and citizens should be given the opportunity to influence the planning and implementation processes on an ongoing basis.
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